TMC-1 XMon Remote

Designed initially as a remote for XMon, the multiple, easily-accessible screens include: Input/output selection, Meters, Cue selection and gain, Talkback/Listen Gain, ADR, Calibration and Setup Menu.

- Connects to XMon via 15-pin ‘D’ connector with 1:1 Cable (5m cable supplied)
- Supports all XMon functionality plus Cue Send 3 In/Out and Stereo 4 Input
- Internal Talkback Microphone
- Play tally from Play GPIO Input, MTC or LTC
- Record/Red Light GPIO Input
- Auto-Mute Main LS, Studio LS, Talkback and Listen-back programmable from Play and Record GPIO
- Two separate talkback destinations via GP Output
- Dual Calibration Settings of 85dB and 80dB SPL
- Dedicated solo/mute keys for Speakers and Stems.
- GPIO for Talkback, Listen-back, PFL/AFL
Special features of this controller include

- ADR-style control of Talkback, Listen-back, Studio L/S and Control Room L/S from play and record GP Inputs or LTC and MTC inputs.
- Stem style monitoring with two 8 channel stems and up to 4 stereo stems
- Studio L/S monitoring via stereo input 4.